
GUARDLAB
PRODUCTS

RECOMMENDED FOR 

PERFORMANCE GUARDPROTECTION GUARD RECOVERY GUARD

AVAILABLE TO 

NEUROMUSCULAR BENEFITS

ARC TECHNOLOGY

CUSTOMISABLE

SCAN TYPE NEEDED

APPOINTMENT TIME

ITEM NUMBER 

PRIMARY GUARD

Contact sports e.g. 
Rugby, AFL, Hockey, 
Boxing etc

Non- Contact sports 
e.g. Rowing, cycling, 
golf, gym etc

Recovery from 
training/light bruxism

Contact sports e.g. 
Rugby, AFL, Hockey, 
Boxing etc

Everyone Everyone Everyone Youths (under 17) and 
orthodontic patients

Yes Yes  — No

Yes Yes  — No

Full: colours, name, 
logo, images

Partial: single colour + 
name/number/logo

No: Translucent 
Acrylic

Basic: single colour, name      
or number. Full: $20 extra

Upper scan/lower scan/ 
GuardLab bite

Upper scan/lower scan/ 
GuardLab bite

Upper scan/lower 
scan/ GuardLab bite Upper scan only

20 minutes 20 minutes 20 minutes 10 minutes

151 965 965 151

ADULT FIRST GUARD

$299.99
ADULT ADDITIONAL GUARDS

$224.99
YOUTH FIRST GUARD

$249.99
YOUTH ADDITIONAL GUARDS

$174.99                  

BASIC
FULLY 
CUSTOMISED

$149.99
$169.99

ALL GUARDS

RETAIL PRICING



PAYMENT NOTES 
1. Patients wanting to make a claim from their health fund must pay in the dental office and NOT online.                                                   
    Purchases made online are not eligible for an insurance rebate. This is clearly stated on the website. 

2. To check their health fund rebate, you can provide them with a quote and ask them to call up their fund.                                                     
    Or they can visit www.guardLab.com.au and complete the health fund rebate form, which will provide instructions on what to do.                           
    All health fund rebates will be different due to different levels of cover and caps.

3. Replacement guards - These can simply be paid for and customised online, no rescan is required as we already have the digital   
    files. If the patient is eligible for a second rebate then they must come into the office to complete payment. (see point 1)

4. Patients do not require a follow-up appointment for their guard. The guard is delivered  directly to the patient.                                       
    The fit is assured.

5. Patients who have paid online must present their receipt. The practice will be credited for this.                                                                 
    (Question to be answered on the POS)

6. Patients who haven’t paid must do so in your office. The practice will charged a lab bill for this.                                                                 
    (Question to be answered on the POS)

CUSTOM NEUROMUSCULAR MOUTHGUARDS


